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Pre-Advising
Now Required
Fr. Frank B. Costello, S.J.,
academic vice president, announced this week an innovation in the registration process for S.U.
BEGINNING winter quarter 1961, all S.U. day-school
students will be' required to
present a schedule of their
classes, signed by their advisers, before they will be admitted to the registration
process.
Fr. Costello said that all
entering freshmen have been
assigned advisers. The names
and office hours of these advisers have been posted on the
University bulletin board.

GEEGAWS AND DOODADS. Sister Mariellis and Sister
Marcella Mary look over some decorative rattan Christmas items on display at the Providence Bazaar. The
sisters are enrolled in the College of Sister Formation
here. (See story,p.2.)

Court Nominations
Select 81 Entrants
Eighty-one S.U. coeds have been nominated for positions on the 1961 Homecoming court. Election results
from Wednesday's nominations were released to The
Spectator by Jan Greenfield and Joe McKinnon, court
elections co-chairmen.
Twenty girls from each class were chosen by writein ballot, with a tie in the freshman class resulting in 21
nominated from that class.
Nine girls will ultimately be chosen, two representing each
class and the Homecoming queen, who is a senior.
Those nominated are:

—

SENIORS Marilyn Bauer, Joan Burke, Betty Caraway,
Doris Cejka, Julie Codd, Margot Cooper, Dianne Fernandez,
Mary Hanify,Mary Beth Harrison, Rosemary Jellison,
Mary Ann Kearley, Mary Noel Keough, Dawn Macauley,
Brenda McGroarty, Ann McMenamin, Madeleine Neupert, Golleen Nolan, Colleen Reis, Darlene Stromme, Walli Zimmerman.

—
JUNIORS Diane Allnoch, Judy Bastasch, Mary Kay Bopp,
Dideon,
Anne Donovan, Linda Duni, Caroline Hanstke,
Lois
KathyKleffner, Mary Lou Kubick, Margo Malugani,
Pat Monohan, Margie O'Connor, Mena Parmeter, Judy Paulson, Ginger Ruby, Fran Shanley, Charlene Slosser, Mary Van
Dyke, Mary Lee Walsh, Lucy Zahren.
SOPHOMORES— Teresa Jo Annotti, MadonnaBlue, Sue Collins, Gloria Edstrom, CarrieFossati, Agnes Gerber, Janet Gwinn,
JeanHenry, Mary Ann Lofy, Janet Marino.
Margaret Mason, Ann MacQuarrie, Kay Neff, Eileen Nolan,
Trish O'Leary, Elsa Payne, Margaret Raney, Clarann Rock,
Helen Rogers, Linda Seering.
—
FRESHMEN Valeric Andrews, Mary E. Atkinson, Sara
Black, Diane Coughlin, Sherry Doyle, Carol Duni, Pat Dugan,
Terri Kunz, LindaLowe, Molly Marx.
Sue Morrow, Phillis Mullan, Claudia McCusker, Mary McWherter, Frankie Sanders, Sharon Shea, Kris Sifferman, Mary
Victor, Betty Wagner, Pat Wenker, Diane Whitney.
The next elections will be Friday, Nov. 18. At that time five
girls from each class will be chosen. Voting will be by machine
only from 8 a.m. to 1p.m. in the Chieftain and LiberalArts Bldg.
There will be no evening voting.
Girls nominated who do not intend to return here for the
winter quarter are asked to sign the sheet on the ASSU bulletin
board so their names can be removed from the ballot.

Kennedy Sweeps Presidential Poll
THE TEST ELECTION on
the S.U. campus was in cooperation with the U. S. National Students Assn. and was
sponsored by the ASSU. Simitator.
lar electionshave been held on
KENNEDY POLLED 245 campuses throughout Washvotes to Vice President Rich- ington State with the results
ard M. Nixon's 88.
coordinated by Eastern WashThe Kennedy vote was ington College at Cheney.
slightly over 73 percent of the These results will be released
333 votes cast in the straw as soon as the compilation is
Senator John F. Kennedy
swept the Presidential poll on
campus Wednesday, according
to results released to The Spec-

ballot.

complete.

By JAN KELLY

Have Catholics as a group failed to reveal the
Church's true attitude toward non-Catholics?
On Oct. 19 at the Mass of the Holy Ghost, Fr. Neil
G. McCluskey, S.J., dean of education at Gonzaga University, told students and faculty members that Catholics had.
THE SPECTATOR contacted five prominent ministers in the Seattle area to find out if they agreed with
Fr. McCluskey.They did.
"During the past year, Catholic members of the American
community have suffered
a national embarrassment," Fr.
McCluskey declared. "We have discovered that Catholics ar a
group are not loved by our non-Catholic neighbors nearly so
much as we had imagined."
than most other churches and
FATHER SPECIFICALLY consequently we better undernoted that the average non- stand its members. We have a
Catholic's knowledge of the high respect for Catholic lead-

...

Catholic Church is dominantly ers such as De Gaulle, Adennegative.
auer, and Kennedy."
"The Protestant has little
The Reverend Turnbull
doubt that the Catholic parish- stated, "We're sorry that we
ioner is throughly dominated disagree, but in theologicaland
by his pastor, and there is academic circles when we try
little or no freedomof thought to establish oneness with repor action among lay Catho- resentatives of the Catholic
lics," Father said.
Church, they withdraw."
The Reverend Ralph TurnTHE DEAN of St. Mark's
bull, pastor of the First Pres- Episcopal Cathedral, the
Very
byterian
Church,
said,
"Yes,
STUDENTS WHO have deReverend John C. Leffler said,
clared their majors should see definitely you (Catholics) have "The more thoughtful Episcothe head of their department given us a negative attitude." palian has perhaps a bit more
or his appointee. All students He feels the attitude has been sympathy for an understanding
who have not, as yet, declared built up by separate schools of Catholicism as a religion
a major and whose names did and labor movements.
than do other non Roman
not appear on the bulletin
Christians,
but
he
with
shares
THE MINISTER of educaboard should notify the Regis- tion
Ridge Luth- others the fear of a powerful
Phinney
at
trar's office immediately.
eran Church, the Reverend international church which hisFather listed two main rea- Russel Weberg, supported this torically gives little or no recognition to non-Roman con«
sons for the change in regis- view.
victions, considers us all to be
tration procedure: First, the
idea,
people
do
the
"Our
have
new system will encourage day not necessarily as regards to in error, whether from ignorstudents to consult with their theology, but in that the Cath- ance or deliberately."
Most people acquire the
advisers more frequently; sec- olic is too much controlled by
ondly, the new process wiil the Church in everyday life. ideas of the Church from personal observation, Fr. McClusspeed up registration lines.
He can't think without asking key
said in his sermon. He
the
Church
first."
STUDENTS, therefore, must
suggested that Catholics let the
The
Reverend
AlCyrus
E.
see their advisers, draw up a
loveableness of the Church
schedule and have it signed by bertson, First Methodist shine through and that
they
Church
commented
pastor,
their advisers before entering
demonstrate a sensitivity for
that
many
Protestants
resent
the door for winter registrasuch a strict control in per- the feelings of non-Catholics.
tion, Jan. 3 and 4.
sonal habits and attitudes.
Students who do not meet
"My church is not made up
this requirement must wait of prejudiced people," he emuntil all other students have phasized. "But currently there
registered before they may is much questioning as to the
register.
policies of the Church and
their execution, as demonstratrated by the Puerto Rican isMaxine Ortmeier, 19-yearold sophomore from Port
sue."
Townsend, has been chosen
UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN
AWS "Girl of
Church's pastor, Dr. John Paul
the Month" for
Pack, feels that the thoughtful
October, BrenA $60,000 budget has been Protestant does not have a
da McGroarty,
granted 1960-61student activi- negative attitudeof the CathoAWS president,
lic faith. "The point of diffiannounced toties, The Spectator learnedyes- culty," he differentiated,, "is
terday. This is an increase of power. The Catholic Church is
MAXINE is
$3,000 over last year's alloca- more than a church to its
a first humanigreat
members
it is a
tion.
ties major and
political poewr. For this reawas nominated
THE AEGIS received a raise son, some Protestants couldn't
MAXINE by the sth
vote
for
a
Catholic."
of $600, The Spectator, $250
ORTMEIEB floor, MaryFr. McCluskey pointed out
crest, and the
more. Increases allotted other that
a portion of the personal
groups are:Sodality, $50; Cul- responsibility for the work InterhallCouncil. According to
Judy King, sth floor president,
tural Committee, $350; ASSU, of the Church is to ensure the
"Maxinehas consistently workprojection of an accurate image ed
$1,100; AWS, $125.
for the betterment of the
the Church.
sth floor and has done a fine
The Student Chaplain took a of The
said,
Weberg
Reverend
cut of $25, Intramural and "The image our people have of job on all the other offices
she holds."
ROTC $50 less.
a Catholic is that he has no which
Max in c is a member of
love
and
concern
for
the
rest
BUDGET ALLOTMENTS
Spurs, secretary for Interhall
are: Physical Education, $35,- of the community as a whole." Council and Homecoming,
000; Aegis, $10,100; Spectator, This attitude, he explained, Marycrost sth floor vice presi$5,500; Gavel Club, $1,000; So- was demonstrated to him spedent, active in Sodality, atdality,$450; Student Chaplain, cifically in a Catholic-domin- tended the 1960 Leadership
$75; International Relations ated community where public Conference and works for the
Club, $200; Cultural Commit- school bond issues were con- political science department.
tee, $950; Opera Guild, $2,000; sistently voted down.
AS GIRL of the Month, MaxIntramural, $450; ROTC, $450;
"THE LUTHERAN church," ine will receive the AWS gold
Student Body, $2,600; AWS, he continued, "feels closer to bracelet which will have her
$225; Homecoming $1,000.
the Roman Catholic Church name engraved on it. She will
wear the bracelet one month
and is eligible for "Girl of the
Year" award at the end oi
spring quarter.
S.U.s annual Scholarship Tea will be Nov. 20 from 2
to 4 p.m., according to Fr. John Fitterer, S.J., dean of the
Next 'Spec' Thursday
collegeof arts and sciences.
The next edition of The
The tea will honor entering freshmen with a high
Spectator will be out Thursday
school g.p.a. of 3.5 or above, upperclassmcnwith a cumulabecause of the holiday,Nov. 11.
tive g.p.a. of 3.3 or above, students attending the UniverOrganizations with news items
sity on academic scholarship, and all members of the
should have them in Monday.
Honors Seminar.
Because of retreat week the
All students with these qualifications must notify the
following editionof The Specregistrar's office immediately, in order to facilitate the
tator will be out Wednesday,
mailing of invitations,Father said.
Nov. 23.
1

1

AWS Chooses
Girl of Month

Financial Board
Allots $60,000

1

...

Annual Tea Honors Top Scholars
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A Phi 0 and Spurs To Sponsor
Night of Nevada Entertainment

Friday, November 4, 1960

Hyde Claims:

Communism Spreading Faster

By SUE HACKETT

is a form of security for those
"Which is spreading faster who cannot seem to fit into
in the world, Communism or any other form of society.
Christianity?" was one of the Belonging to this world-wide
questions asked Douglas Hyde, revolutionary organization
widely known former Com- gives these people a feeling of
munist and former editor of strength.
the London Daily Worker from
Mr. Hyde spoke in a clipped
1939 to 1948, in a talk here Oxford accent. His strong,
last week.
powerful face gave the appearCOMMUNISM has spread ance of hardness, reflecting the
faster than Christianity, Mr. life he has led.
Hyde said. China, which was
COMING CLOSER to home,
once the most promising mis- when questioned about the
sionary land in the world, has concentration of Communists
fallen to Communism. In num- in U.S. colleges, Mr. Hyde said
bers the Communist influence that the party always aims
seems to be ahead. Mr. Hyde
stressed, though, that much
of the political unity in the
world today would be non\
existent if it were not for the
Na;
threat of Communism. As an
3%
example, he cited the bond
that European countries and
the U.S. have with Germany,
a former enemy.
WORLD PEACE "depends
on those of us
who call
ourselves Christians. Whether
we succeed depends on what
we do as Christians." Mr.
Hyde was converted to Catholicism whenhe renounced Communism in 1948.
What has attracted some of
the most intelligent and educated men in the free world to
the Communist party and philosophy? The strength in the
Communist party lies in the
use of the people and organization. It has become the driving
force behind a third of the
world's population. Mr. Hyde
called this "the greatest
achievement of any small
group of people."
MR. HYDE gave two main
motives for joining the party.
He emphasized that most recruits are young, in their teens
or early twenties. He himself
joined at 18.
The first of those attractions is the idealism involved
in Communism. "It is a dream
"
of a good society." The second

its propaganda at students
and intellectuals because they
represent the future leaders
of a country.
—
One small shocker he said
the Communists firmly believe
that our country is heading
toward an economic recession
in 10 or 15 years. This will
start a chain-reaction throughout other free nations.
THEN WHAT? Will Communism reach its idealistic
image? Mr. Hyde said that
"human nature being as it is,
they will never get beyond
the dictatorship."

Headquarters for
Natural Shoulder Clothing

...

ADVANCE PUBLICITY work for the A Phi O-Spursponsored Las Vegas Night is demonstrated by Spurs
(from left) Agnes Gerber, Sherrie Goevelinger, Nancy
Nichol and Jan Gwinn.
A "Night in Las Vegas,"
featuring Nevada entertainment, will be presented Nov. 10
in the Chieftain, according to
co-chairmen Jeff Peterson and
Jan Marino. Co-sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega and Spurs,
it will be a campus first.
Operating casino style,
"Night in Las Vegas" will offer guests a chance to play
Nevadagames for the $1.00 admission fee. This fee also entitles each guest to view all
club entertainment. Winners
may bid for special prizes at
the close of the evening's

operation.
A refreshment bar will also
be featured.
Committee chairmen for the
event are: Lee Eberhardt and
Sharon Missiaen, publicity;
Paul Maffeo, Peggy O'Neill
and Stan Stricherz, entertainment; Bob Brown and Carol
Caviezel, games; Pat Bader
and Nancy Nichol, decorations;
Spike Davis and Margaret
Mason, refreshments; Ned
Flohr and Sue Merlino, prizes;
and Jerry Flynn, Chris
Matronic, and Mary Alice Gilmour, tickets.
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Honorary Picks
Holiday Bazaar to Benefit 'Nocturne' Theme
November Nocturne is the
Sister Formation College theme
for the Sadie Hawkins

Holiday Fair, a bazaar to benefit the nearly-completed Tolo announced this week by
Providence Heights College near Pine Lake, will open Monday co-chairmen Ginger Ruby and
at the Providence School of Nursing Auditorium, 18th Avenue Pat Coughlin. The Shorewood
and East Cherry. It will be open until next Friday, from 11 a.m. Community Club on Mercer
Island will be decorated for
to 10 p.m., according to chairmanSr. EllenElizabeth.
the Nov. 18 dance with
SPONSORED BY the Sisters
branches and spanglesin black,
CONTRIBUTIONS
art
of
of Providence, the benefit will
white and silver.
feature such items as Italian and needlework have been sent
The annual event is sponglassware, decorative rattan by sisters in Washington, Ore- sored by Silver Scroll, upperaccessories from Hong Kong, gon, California, Alaska, Idaho class women's honorary.
Moroccan leather goods and and Montana. Providence auxTHE DANCE, a semi-formal
colorfulChristmas decorations,
affair, will be from 9 p.m. to
iliaries
also
have
contributed
as well as imported needlemidnight, with music provided
work, antiques and works of handmade articles ranging
by Bob Ellwood and his Sentiart.
from aprons to woodfiber flow- mental Seven.
Of special interest is the par- ers.
A limited number of procel post booth filled with surThis is the second annual
for the dance will be
prise packages from Hawaii, Fair to benefit Providence grams
sale Wednesday. Price of
Europe, Alaska and all over Heights College, being con- on
the bids will be $2.75.
the UnitedStates.
structed 30 miles east of Seattle. The six^and-one-half milOTHERS WORKING on the
dollar college will serve as dance are: decorations, Anne
Ed Majors to Report lion
a training center for sister- Donovan and Karen Wiper;
teachers, nurses and social programs, Mary Ann Hoare
Plans for Cadeting
Dr. Ralph K. O'Brien, asso- workers for the Pacific Coast and Mena Parmeter; refreshments, Betty Caraway; invitaciate profesor of education, re- states and Alaska.
The benefit bazaar will be tions and guests, Ma ur c'en
quests that all education majors who plan to cadet during staffed by the sisters and by Driscoll; publicity, Pat Monahan.
winter quarter, 1961, report auxiliary groups.
to him.
THE NUMBER of cadets reporting this fall quarter was
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
30, Dr. O'Brien reports, as
■
compared to only five or six
cadets last year. The increase
FISH AND FRIES
can be accounted for by several persons who had obtained
PIZZA
their degree's but who desired
licenses to teach.
Dr. O'Brien also announces
an increase in education majors at S.U. this year. Figures
show that 542 day students
are now enrolled in education,
1001 E. PINE
3 BLOCKS FROM S.U.
are now enrolled in education,
74 more than last year.

t

GILS DRIVE-IN

Imported fabrics in pebble

grain hopsaclcing or herringbone with contrasting

worsted slacks!

/I)

1413 Fourth Avenue
4333 University Way
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SONG OF INDIA? Diane Linscott of Seattle renders an air for Indian student
Joseph Thykkuttathil, hiding behind the
false shrubbery. Displaying a Chinese
newspaper is Rotraut Spruenken who was
born in Germany and now lives in West
Vancouver,B. C.

SERVICE WITH A SMILE. Four members of the Spurs
display club trophies and plaques at the Open House
last week.From left are Nancy Nichol, Delores Schmaltz,
Betty Sanders and Shelly Fountain. Delores is wearing
the Spurs' school uniform, the others, the dress uniform.

Senate Considering Honor Code;
Ross Swears In New Senators

'Time In' for
'Basket Ball'

I

A scholastic honor code for
U. is under study by the THE ORGANIZATIONAL
udent Senate. The investiga- charters of the International
in of the possibilities will be
Relations Club and Beta Delta
dertaken by a committee. Chi, were approved. Beta Delresidential organAT THE REGULAR meet- ta Chi is the
ization
of
Bordeaux
Hall.
ing Sunday, the senators witAmong other business disswearing
the
in of five
cussed were the question of
n senators by Chief Justice proper dress in the Chieftain,
They
ul Ross.
are: Liz and
financial status of the
ueTnfiend, Sherry Doyle, Ski the The club incurred a
Club.
ry Jo Shepard and Marilyn debt with the Senate of $150
">b, all freshmen, and junior during its winter carnival last
ay Haggard. Haggard is a year.
appointee, replac':sidential
Jim Harnish who resigned.
THE CLUB MUST make a
A fifth freshman, Sharon Mor- full report at next Sunday's
rissey, was not present. The meeting regarding its payment
freshman representatives will of the debt.
observe Senate operation until
Action on dress was tabled
winter quarter when they will and no further discussion is
expected this year.
assume voting rights.
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"The Basket Ball" will be
the theme of tonight's AWS
mixer from 8:30 p.m. to midnight in both the Chieftain
lounge and the cafeteria.
Co-chairman Juanita Pavelka and Sharon Shea announced that entertainment will feature the "Docsons," a freshman trio composed of Mike
Flaherty, Paul Pival and John
Codling.
"Time in" will be 8:30;
TIME OUT will be called for
refreshments.
Admission for the evening
is 75 cents.
Committee chairmen for the
AWS event are: Mary Carol
Goodman, publicity; Loxie
Snell, tickets; Linda McDonald
and Sharon Morrissey, decorations; and Jean Wendell, refreshments.

Marian Regulations
Adopted Last Week
Marian Hall regulations have
been adopted by Miss Agnes
Reilly, dean of women, and hall
representatives, Betty Caraway, Dawn Macauley, Fran
Shanley and Karen Kelly. The
rules were authorized Oct. 24
by the Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., president of S.U.
These regulations were formulated to the needs and responsibilities of the upperclass

women.

THE INCREASE in student
enrollment this year has resulted in expanded living facilities. The Marian Hall apartments are housing 122 sophomore, junior and senior girls,
47 more than had been planned
for in the spring. In September it was realizedthat the entire building was needed and
that the regulations already
formulated would have to be
defined in greater detail.
Improvements have been
planned. Telephones were installed in each apartment, a
house phonesystem is expected
in several weeks, and the lobby
is to be expanded in the future, Miss Reilly said.
Until the house phones are
installed, receptionists will be
available from 2 to 9:30 p.m.
daily. Male guests may call
for residents during this time

Joe Sheriff's
Richfield

"

EJ

DRY RUN for skiers Phil Perry (1), Fritz
Hoffman and Don Volta. The annual affair to acquaint students with the various
clubs was acclaimed a success by ASSL
vice president Ed Chow whose office was
in charge of arrangements.

MOTOR TUNE UP
ELECTRICAL
LIGHT REPAIR
LUBRICATION BRAKES

-
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NOW! Come Up...A1l The Way Up
to the MENTHOL MAGIC

of KOOL !

it's time ior a change,
YOU FEEL A
remember: Only Kool—
NEW SMOOTHNESS
no regular filter cigarette,
DEEP IN YOUR THROAT!
no other menthol cigarette
gives you real Menthol Magic! I
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THE MARK OF

QUALITY IN TOBACCO

A

FILTER
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PRODUCTS

11th & E. Madison

Expert
Haircutting

in the lobby at the main entrance. The time will be extended to 10:30 a.m. after installation of the house phone,
and to midnight after the
lobby is expanded.
MALE GUESTS may be
entertained in apartment living rooms on the second and
fourth Sundays of each month
between 2 and 10:30 p.m.
Closing hours are 10:30 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday and
1:30 a.m. Friday and Saturday.
1

Gavel Club
In Tourney
Debaters and speakers from
the S.U. Gavel Club are competing in the first intercolle-

giate forensic tournament of

the year at Pacific Lutheran
University in Tacoma. Three
teams and two individuals are
representing S.U. in the meet,
which started yesterday and
ends tomorrow.
MR. ALBERT MANN, moderator of the debate club, is
accompanying eight club members. The three teams entered
are composed of Frank DoMeyer and Oneal McGowan,
Linda McDonald and Robert
Smith, and Edward Antonelli
and Joseph Deloy.
Mary Jo Shepherd and Mary
Ann Hoare are entered in individual events. The debaters
are also participating in such
individual events as Oratory,
Interpretive Reading, Extemporaneous, and Impromptu
speaking. Individual events are
decided in three rounds; debates consist of six rounds.
The national debate question
this year is:
Resolved: that the United
States should adopt a programof compulsoryhealth
insurance for all citizens.
THE CLUB plans to represent S.U. in forensic tournaments at Pullman Nov. 11, and
at Corvallis Nov. 21.
No further tournaments are
scheduled until January.

POPULAR

THE BROTHERS OF

PRICES

TEACHERS Are Needed !!

ART'S
7th and Madison

HOLY CROSS
Men willing to dedicate their
lives to GOD and MAN
at home and in the missions:
CONTACT: Director of Vocations
Brother Gilbert Burlce, C.S.C.
Notre Dame High School
13685 Riverside Dr.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

...
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Stuff

'n Nonsense

Have Their Heyday

By BARBARAMAY
". friends, we are in an age of national apathy, international stalemate, and mainly, solar system traffic jams, and
we've just gotta get squared away. Rome was not lost in a day,
but Ithink we're pressingour luck.
"I THINK WE definitely ought to apologize
— (send flowers,
candy, vodka, etc.) fowah the U-2 incident Powers knew he
wasn't supposed to land theyah. (And my brother Bobby thinks
60 too!)
"And as for Cuba, I'm sure Fidel would stick with the free
World if we made him an annualgift of Desi Arnez' income tax.
"AND FUTHUHMOWAH, my pahtner on the Democratic
ticket, Senatah Johnson, has worked vigorously during his enjftyah career for national reconstruction, reclamation, re-evaluation, and mainlysecession.
"And so folks, remembah, the idear is to get out and vote!
Because, in the coming crucial years, what this country needs is
and mainly, a well-dressedfirst lady. (And my
a president
fcrothah Bobby thinks so too.)"

..

.. .
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Editorial:

The Negative Catholic

As the story on The Spectator's page
one today indicates, Protestants don't
understand Catholics and Catholicism.
And a reason? Because Catholics as individuals have failed to explain their religion to their non-Catholic friends.
PRESCINDING from the group discussions which take place in the neighborhood tavern, why should religion continue
to be a taboo subject as it traditionally
has been?
Certainly it would seem that intelligent people can talk about something
that not only affects their life in this
world but eternally, just as easily as they
discuss any other topic.
FATHER McCLUSKEY'S talk indicated that non-Catholics have a negative attitude about the Church. There is no reason to sit back, nod sagely and say "this
very well could be."
The negative attitude is not a case of
non-Catholics not knowing about the
Church, but rather, knowing what we, as
Catholics, cannot do. We cannot get a

divorce, we may not eat meat on Friday.
True, we may not do these things.
But, agreementis not sufficient. Why not
jump into this opening and mention the
things we may do.
WE MAY PARTICIPATE in the Sacrifice of Calvary by daily participation at
Mass. We may receive the Body and
Blood of Christ.
By leading a life in imitation of Christ,
we can assure ourselves eternal happiness
enjoying the Beatific Vision.
Our non-Catholic friends and neighbors may be in one of two positions. They
may be sincerely interested in Catholicism, but are afraid to ask for fear of being rebuffed. Or, and this is the tragedy,
they may ask and get an off-hand, or, "I
don't know" answer.
AS PRACTICAL Catholics it is our
duty and obligation to know our religion.
As Catholic college students it is our
great blessing that we have the facilities
to investigate and the theologians to talk
to in order to be able to dispel the "negative attitude."

Economist Galbraith's Views
Could Affect Kennedy Policies
By DAVE KILLEN

In the Realm
Of Being

...

This poem is dedicated to
Father McGuigan and was written by one of his Metaphysics

The leading Democratic economist in this country probably students.
is John Kenneth Galbraith. Should the Democratic Party win at I'm just a poor metaphysician.
the polls in November, Mr. Galbraith will undoubtedly have a On esse and essence I'm caught;
Ican't see the trees for the
certain influence on the economic policy of the Administration.
forest;
Mr. Galbraith has recently stated that he would not accept an Please tell me what's real and
what's not.
appointment to an administrative position but regardless of
case,
will
the man and his theories
have You ask me. "Do tell, what's the
whether this will be the
matter?"
a great effect on any Democratic administration.
Itell you it's primary form;
counRomans,
friends,
".
IN ORDER TO GET some idea of what Democratic policies I'm sure it will cause quite a
came not to bury might; be, one can present some of Mr. Galbraith'sideas with the
trymen, I
clatter.
Jack but after a re-appraisal assurance that although they may not be adopted exactly as he A real metaphysical storml
of the vote-polls, Ijust might has posed them, they will undoubtedly receive major considera- It's all in this question of being.
reconsider.
Of motion, becoming, and
tion.
Possibly the plan which in some quarters would meet If change; tree,
"YEZZZZ, ladies and gentlea tree is a
then it's treemen, we are certainly a NEAT with the most opposition would be his recommendationsfor the
ing;
country, what with our superi- establishment of national unemployment compensation.His pro- Analogously, rather strangel
ority in color TV, clock ra- gram would provide for an adjustable unemployment payment.
Now Father has talent for
dios, push-button living, wellquizzing;
adjusted teenagers, women The adjustment would depend on the relative state of unem-

..

suffrage, pseudo-civil rights,
Louella Parsons and her coland mainly
umns limited
because there are so many
NEAT candidates like me running for office.
(
pssst! Cabot, you and
Pat can start passing out that
autographedmoney now.)

. ..

"AND IF elected, Ipromise
to defend EVERY SQUARE
INCH of land which now belongs to the free world, partly
because most people everywhere are my personal friends,
but mainly because it makes a
darn good subject to argue

about.
"And in closing, friends, may
Isay that the important thing
is that we are the most prosperous nation on carth prestige is something we can certainlydo without."

—
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ployment.

EVERY WAGE EARNER would be entitled to his state
unemployment insurance. From this base he would receive an
additional payment from the federal government that would
approach (in times of widespread unemployment) his full weekly wage. The amount of federal unemployment insurance would
vary with the general level of employment so that when there
was relatively no unemployment (less than 6% unemployed)
rates would be at state levels. But as the total national unemployment increased, the federal rates would increase, and the
converse would also be true in times of falling unemployment.
The greatest single objection to such a plan will undoubtedly be that in a situation of widespread unemployment, the
government would encourage men to stay away from work.
Two factors deserve primary consideration here.
FIRST: In the case of large scale unemployment, the purchasing power of the consumer will remain relatively high. As
more people become unemployed, their benefits will become
greater but at the same time purchasing power will be on the
increase and this will in turn stimulate production which will
in turn create additional jobs. Now this increase in production
will be at such a level as to make work attractive to the unemployed because there will always be that differential between
the rate of unemployment insurance and the salary of the job.
An additional factor is the social pressure which attaches a
stigma to being unemployed. This is no light thing and can have
a decidedeffect on the attitudes of the unemployed.
SECOND: One should realize that such a program helps
insure that mild unemployment does not become chronic, because it adds to demand as unemployment increases and to the
labor force as unemployment declines. This addition to demand

is not that slow addition which is the result of a decrease in
taxes or an increase in public outlays for construction of federal projects. These unemployment benefits would result immediatelyas a built-in stabilizer.
One should also give consideration to the confidence such
a programwould give" to the worker in his continued consumption of production, and correspondingly to the producer who
has a further guarantee of the continued existence of a market
for his goods.

We grope for the answers in
vain;
With "is-ers" all doing their
is-ing.

Now I'm not so sure that I'm

sane.

The principles governing action
Have failed in my case to
succeed;
But fear of substantial reaction
Imight accidentally heed.
But when Iget through with
this class
I'll astound philosophical Greek!
(provided, of course, that I
pass)

I"ll confound the whole world
when I speak.
You say this is all rather senseless.
You're right; there's no point to
this rhyme.
Worse yet, is that it is defenseless;

It's purely a wasting of time.
Now dangerous is his position
Who lives in this world full of
strife;

But woe to the metaphysician
Who sees not the humor in life!

EDITOR'S NOTE:

The Spectator welcomes
Letters To the Editor and
will print any letter concerning student affairs if
space is available, and if
the letters are signed.
The Spectator will honor
any "request that the name
THIS PROGRAM is merely one which might come about as
the result of a Democratic administration and Congress. I of the writer be withheld,
don't doubt that many Democrats will find it appealing, while but the original copy must
have a name. The Spectator
many Republicans will find it bordering on financial disaster.
reserves the right to print
But I
do believe such a program, inbasically this form, will apexcerpts from all letters.
pear in a Democratic-controlled government. This should
strengthen the resolve of both Democrats and Republicans.
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$50,000 Mosaic By SU Grad

Week's Events
■

■

TODAY:

A.W.S. Mixer. 8:30 p.m. to midnight. Chieftain Lounge and
cafeteria.

SATURDAY:Meeting

of the StuRegional
dent Washington Education
Association, 9 a.m., Pigott Aud-

itorium.
SUNDAY:

Mv Hho Lambo, 3 to 5 p.m..

Providence

Hospital Nurses'

Lounge.

International Club, free dancing lessons, 1 to 3 p.m., Chief-

tain Lounge.
MONDAY:
Chemical Engineering Club. 1

p.m., E 108.
Y.C.S. Meeting. 6:30 p.m., Chieftain Conference Room.
TUESDAY:
I. K. Lost and Found Sale, noon
to 1:30 p.m., Lyons Hall.
International Club play meeting, 7:30 p.m., LA 219.
WEDNESDAY:
Variety Show Tryouts, 7:30
p.m.. Little Theater, Buhr Hall.
C. C. D., Sociology Club and
Psychology Club Meeting. 12:15
p.m. L.A. 123.
FRIDAY:
White Caps Meeting, 8 to 10
p.m., Providence Hall.

OnCampuswitMhaxShulman
Loves Dobie Gillis," etc.)

(Author

of

"

I was

a

Teen-age
Dwarf,"

of

"The

5

Many

THE PARTY WEEKEND: ITS CAUSE
AND CURE
With the season of party weekendsalmostupon us, mymail of
latehas beenfloodedwithqueries fromyoung inmatesof women's
colleges wishing to knowhow one conducts one'sself whenone
has invited a young gentleman for a weekend, so let us today
take up this burningissue.
Well, my dear girls, the first thing to remember is that your
young gentleman is far from home and frightened. Put him at
his ease. You might, for instance, surprise him by having his
mother sitting in arocker on the station platform whenhe gets
off the train.
Next, what kindof corsage should you sendyouryounggentleman? Well, my beloved maidens, orchids are always acceptable.
So, indeed, are phlox and delphinium. In fact, most any flora
will serve. Do try, however, to avoid carnivorous plants.
If you find,my esteemed fillies, that your local floristhas run
out of stock, do not be dismayed. Make a corsage out of paper.
But pick good, stiff, durable paper— twenty dollar bills, for
example.
Rememberatall times, my fond wenches,toshow youryoung
gentleman courtesy and consideration. Open doors for him,
walk on the trafficsideof the path,assisthim to the punch bowl,
zip his parka,light his Marlboros.(What,you ask, if hedoesn't
smokeMarlboros?Ridiculous,my precious nymphs! Of course,
he smokesMarlboros!Don't you? Don'tI? Doesn't everybody
who knows a hawk from a handsaw? What other cigarette
gives you such a lot to like? Such easy-drawingfiltration?Such
unfiltered taste? Such soft pack or flip-top box?No other, my
sweet minxes, no other. Marlboro stands alone, and any man
worthyof you,myestimable damsels, is bound to be a Marlboro
man.)

Hangs In Liberal Arts Bldg.
By EDITH PALMER
Broken glass plus talent
plus thought! These are the ingredients of a glass mosaic
made in honor of S. U.
THE WORK pictures a

black-robed

priest, two coats-

of-arms, and a traditional
school building. In terms of
money, the mosaic is valued at
$50,000 according to Fr. Hayden Vachon, S. J., assistant
professor of art.
The mosaic, which hangs on
the north wall in the small
lobby entrance of the Liberal
Arts Bldg., was received personally by Fr. Vachon, in
the name of S. U., Christmas

Eve, 1959. The donor is BillieMarie Gannon, '57 graduate.

BILLIE-MARIE is the former winner of a nationwide
contest, sponsored by the ABC
television show, Bold Journey,
in which she received a world
trip, highlighted by an East
African safari. Look magazine
featured her in its Dec. 9,
1958 issue.
The mosaic which BillieMarie chose to do as part of
her graduatestudy was a class
project for Art 471. It took
her the three months of fall
quarter '59 to finish the job.
Her materials were a stiff
board, glue, and tiny colored
glass pieces which she cut her- GETTING A CLOSER LOOK at the mosiac made and
donated by an S.U. grad are freshmen Lewis Berry from

self.

BORDERING the mosaic,
which measures approximately
9' x 3', are the beads of a complete rosary. The rosary is climaxedby a golden cross edged
in brown, and supported on
the shoulder of a priest who
stands in the center of the
work. He bears the cross as a
symbol of the weight of the
Jesuit priests' religious and
educational duties. The deep
flesh tones of the priest's face
reflect the seriousness of his
responsibility.
The Holy Spirit, in the form
of a dove, hovers over the
priest as an inspiration and
guide. The dove's white wings
are tipped in light blue, the
feet are red.

Mimeographing
Multilithing
Xerography

Chelan and Dick Peterson from Bremerton.

DEPICTED IN the upper tials of Pr. Vachon. Only he
left-hand corner of the mosaic knows where they are located,
is the coat-of-armsused by the a discovery he made this past
Basque family of St. Ignatius summer.
of Loyola, founder of the Society of Jesus. A blue-black cauldron dangles from a chain.
Two rampant wolves stand on
either side.
In the upper right-hand corner is a school building. Its
lower structure rests on a
white foundation initialedS.U.
in navy letters. Slanting lines
of red and grey, the school's
colors, cut along the side.

BACKGROUNDING the lower half of the mosaic is S. U.s
coat-of-arms the two tepees,
yellow crescent and evergreen
trees. Disguised in the entrance of the larger tepee are
the initials B.M.G. the signature of Billie-Marie Gannon.
The mosaic floor discloses
the letters S. J., Society of
Jesus. Elsewhere are the ini-

..

.

LOOKS LIKE PRINTING
COSTS LESS !
If you will follow the simple instructions stated above, my
good lasses, you will find that you have turned your young
gentleman into a fast and fervent admirer. There is nothing
quite like a party weekend to promote romance. I
am in mind
of a party weekend some yearsago at Miss Pomfritt's Seminary
for well-bornfemalesin WestLinotype,Ohio. SerafinaSigafoos,
a sophomoreat thisinstitution,majoringinnapkin folding,sent
an invitation to a young man named Fafnir Valve,a junior at
the JoyceKilmer School of Forestry,majoringin sap and boles.
Serafina had been ape for Fafnir since high school, butFafnir
preferred a girlnamed Gelia Fleshwound, the high schooldrum
majorette who once threw a batonso high she impaleda southbound mallard.
Anyhow, Serafina sent an invitationto Fafnir, andhe came,
andshe showered him with kindness and cuff links, and then
he went away, and Serafina sat anxiously by the mailbox,
wondering whether she would ever hear from him again. Sure
enough, two weeks later she got a letter: "Dear Serafina, Can
you let me have fifty bucks? Yours,Fafnir."
Whimpering with ecstasy, she ran to the bank and withdrew
the money and mailed it to him. From then on, she got the
same request every week, and as a result, she became very well
acquainted withRalph T. Involute, tellerof the West Linotype
Bank and Trust Co., andtheir friendshipripenedinto love,and
today they are happily married and live in Stamen, Oregon,
where Ralph is in the extruded molasses game and Serafina
is a hydrant.
© i«» Mu shuima

—
—

—

Every weekendis aparty weekend withMarlboro* or Marl'
boro's unSUered companioncigarette mild, flavorfulPhilip
Morris. Try thenewest Philip Morris the sensational kingsize Commander. Have a Commander welcome aboardI

—

—

—

Mu Sigma Schedules
Final Show Tryouts
Final tryouts for fall Variety Show will be at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Little Theatre. All acts who wish to participate in the show must attend the meeting to be con-

sidered.

MiSigma,musicservice honorary, is handling arrangements for the show to be presented Dec. 1to 3.

Decorating your room or apartment?

REPRODUCTIONS OF
FAMOUS MASTERPIECES

WEDDING INVITATIONS
10% DISCOUNT
PRINTING OF BOOKLETS
Announcements & Manuscripts

Prints
Portfolios

Dinner & Klein
206 THIRD AVENUE S.

Call MU 2-2494

(4-8

Frames

LUIGI'S PIZZA

INSCRIBED at the bottom
of the work is the Latin
JDei
phrase: "Ad
— ForMajorem
the Grelter
Gloriam"
Glory of God. This is the mltto
of the Society of Jesus, and a
fitting climax to a mosaic dedicated in S. U.s honor.

$1.00 -$1.98
$1.00 - $3.98

prints)

$2.48 -$3.95

| BROADWAY BOOKSTORE

Specialist in

Italian Food

ORDERS TO GO

718 PIKE

MA 4-6313

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

| MASTER CLEANERS

I
I

KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Minor Repairs Free
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty

1209 MADISON

MAin 4-6636
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Hey Girls!

How Many Players Do Make a Team?
By JANET MARCKX
L.A. building),six had a vague have varied opinions on the
A need arose for a healthy, idea of the game's rules, reg- co-ed's knowledge of the sport!
ESQUIVEL
WITH
GENE
normal, average, American
ulations and terminology. The Bob Gillum, Tom Shaules and
college girl to write a sports
hotbeen
listed
as
"the
billing
recent
has
healthy,
The Chieftains'
normal, other two felt that they knew Ernie Dunston replied that the
column for the
est thing on ice," but until basketball season gets under way, average college girl. I was enough to understand the girls "don't know a thing about
chosen. This column was to game. Only two missed the it." Tom and Ernie, however,
S.U.s Jeff Flowers and Mary Joan McGrath get the nod.
Jeff and Mary Joan will be featured in Seattle's 1960 Ice- interest those who do not gen- question— how many players prefer talking to girls who
parade to be presented in the Civic Ice Arena next weekend, erally read the sports page, make up a team?
have little knowledge of the
'he Iceparade is under the sponsorship of the Post-Intelligen- i.e., the healthy, normal, averThere
were
varied
answers
sport.
rent
-Teacher
Association
King
County
age
college
girl.
Pa
American
This
er, the Seattle and
—
to the question why was
"average" bit began to scare
Si Blye feels that the stuCouncils and the Catholic Mothers' Clubs.
—
me, so Idid the usual thing
"For
enterbegun?
basketball
dent
here is better acquainted
1
BOTH HAVE KNOWN each other since the first grade at ran to the encyclopedia!
tainment. People probably with basketball than in Caliskating
begin
they
didn't
Blessed Sacrament school. However,
DID YOU KNOW that a wanted to lose weight, too," fornia, probably because it is
in regular competition until they were 12 years old.
player runs about four miles replied one thinking co cd. the main sport at S.U.
during each basketball game,
TWO VARSITY members,
Others said, "Probably somethat the game was developed
Kavanagh and Jim Dynes,
Jack
via Seattle Prep for two years. in 1891 for
an
idea to throw a
the purpose of one got
are willing to acquaint any
Jeff said he has aspirations of having an indoor
through
hoop
ball
a
fun
for
sport durfemale with the rules and reggoing into Commerce and Fiing the winter?
and started a team" and "It ulations.
nance but is listed at present
Out of eight girls picked at probably developed from socas a pre-major. Mary Joan is "random (second-floor lounge,
Vince Cazzetta, varsity
cer." One knew the correct
1
an honor student in the school
coach, has also offered to give
answer.
of education, majoring in
an explanation to women stuEnglish.
ALL BUT ONE SAID that dents on the main points of
THE DUO will have a starthey enjoy the sport and gen- the game, if they are interring role in the Iceparade for
erally it's because the game ested. He says that although
the third consecutive year.
involves action and excitement. they may not have a technical
Jeff explained that the term
However, this wasn't true for knowledge of basketball, the
"starring role" means a solo,
one girl who answered, "The women students are good, enas opposed to group or line
Andy Mirkovich and Elmer only reason that Iwould like thusiastic supporters of the
performances.
pins all over basketball is because there team.
The two 18-year-old fresh- Miller scattered
By the way, how many playyesterday
Rainier
Lanes
after- are tall, tall boys on the team."
men have already stacked
players ers do make a team?
The
S.U.
basketball
posted a 647
Mirkovich
noon.
away "high honors" in the
records,
realm of figure skating. Their series in S.U.s bowling
"CORK" It A HtQISTfRfO TftADf-MAftK,COPVItitMT O ttSBTHC COCA-COLA COMMUTE
right
Miller
behind
and
was
biggest laurels are: Northwest
NM^MH^MHHMHiMmmsnMmMnmHB
with
a
634.
Junior Pairs champions, 1957
The Tacoma junior led Touand 1958; Pacific Coast Junior
Pairs, 1960; third in National louse's Terrors into a second
— P-I Photo by Phil Wphber Pairs, 1960; and the Silver place tie with games of 232,
Pair test. In the Silver Pair 202 and 213. The hapless
MARY JOAN McGRATH
test Jeff and Mary Joan had 7-14ers were the victims of
to go through rigorous pro- Mirkovich's magic and lost anAND JEFF FLOWERS
gram routines. Their teacher other four points.
is Clarence Hislop who is also
ELMER MILLER took high
director of the Iceparade. The pair also engages in skate dancing. game honors with 235 and 236
Figure skating is just like any other sport, remarked Jeff, before he slipped in his third
r\
in thai it requires a lot of practice.
game to a respectable 163. Mil"WE PRACTICE five times a week for one and a half ler rolls for the Four Scrooges
hours," said Jeff. "However, it isn't as much as we used to who took three from the Parado," he said.
doxes.
Je:f likes figure skating better than football, basketball,
Others who bowled high seetc., because of its "differentness."
ries yesterday afternoon were:
"1 "iVe'nt the whole route of sports in junior high," he con- Mark Hanses, 579 ;Duane Duncluded, but concentrated on skating in high school. Jeff ex- lap, 538 ; Don Gerber, 531; Fr.
plained further on the manner in which pairs are judged in Joseph Donovan, S.J., 529; Joe
a Show. The pair is rated on manner of performance and con- Vetters and Jon Arnt, 526;
tent of program. There are five judges who give the contest- Gary Fennell, 525 ;TomMarinkovich, 523; and Dino Favro,
ants anywhere from one to six points.

SpecuLating

-

Mirkovich
Bowls 647

LIL I \

1

521.

Virgin Diamonds

VOJjjS^S^V^ip?^

Precision Cut for Maximum Brilliance

ppjvy^^fji

for Engagement Rings

JMTOSI

404, 403 and 389. Janice had
the high game, a 146, and Mimi

(144) and Cecelia (143) were
closebehind.

frank kiefner

"

ON THE COED side, Mimi
Burchard, Cecelia Lehn and
Janice Witt had high series,

"

Your
New York Life
Agent in
Seattle

Master Watchmaker
Watches
Silverware

Conveniently located in
our own building out of
h, h rent district
9
Serving S.U. More
Than 10 Years

Diamonds

'

512 Broadway N. EA 4-4410
TERMS IF DESIRED

Gosh frosh!

IS

HAL CLINE -5.U. '57

how'd you catch on so quick? Catch
on to the fact that Coca-Cola is the
hep drink on campus, I
mean. Always

1025 Securities Bldg.
MU 2-4574

Spec/a/

NEW YORK LIFE

.

X

y

" Life Insurance " Group Insurance
" Accident and Sickness Insurance
" Employee PensionPlans
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New Casaba System:

Chiefs 'Challenged'
By

K. LEO PENNE

S.U.s Chieftains are shift-

ing into high gear in their
effort to gain top form for

Dave Mills, Ray Butler, Elbert
Burton, Tom Shaules, and Don

a squad above him is allowed
to challenge. He is given a
chance to sustain his challenge
in a series of personal encounters that include "one on
one" drills and shooting contests. A man who misses turnouts for any reason, including
sickness, automatically drops

Stautz.

The Gold squad includes
Ernie Dunston, Eddie Miles,
in the pre-season program is Richie Brennan, Bob Gillum,
a newly introduced challenge Paul Plunkett.
Members of the Blue squad
system, classroom work, and
are Si Blye, Jake Stepan, Leon
a series of daily scrimmages. Gecker,
Don Amundson and one squad.
TO FACILITATE the chalAn example of this is Eddie
lenge system and to provide Jim Preston.
Completing the roster on the Miles who has been out for
more active competition in
scrimmages, the team has been Green squad are Jack Kavan- four practices due to a tonsildivided into four squads. The agh, Jim Dynes, Rudy D'Am- lectomy and, therefore, drops
one squad and must challenge
Red team, displaying the most ico, and Jack Fitterer.
ANY MAN who feels that to move up the ladder.
ability and knowledge of classWednesday, the first day of
room material, is composed of he is better than a man on
challenging Richie Brennan
moved into Elbert Burton's
spot on the Red squad and
Ray Eutler repulsed a challenge by Ernie Dunston.
IN CLASSROOM work, as
shown in notebooks and tests,
the Chiefs have displayed an
average or above average
knowledge of the offensive
patterns to be used this season.
In the scrimmages to date
there have been hot and cold
streaks that hint the Chiefs
are still learning but have the
ability to put across S.U.s
high caliber of play.
This weekend's open fullgame scrimmage will be SunFOR PERFECT PIZZA
day at 6 p.m. Coach Caz"Seattle U's Favorite Date and Snack Spot"
zetta will be attending the
Pacific Intercoast Officiating
232 Broadway N. EA 5-2111
Bureau Clinic in Berkeley

their opener Dec. 1. Included

f-^odn f-^lnk J-^lzza f-^arlor

-

Saturday.

WHOOPING IT UP for the Chieftains, the new song
leaders practice for the coming basketball season. Clockwise, from bottom left, are Susie Morrow, Seattle, Sally
Bauerlein, Fullerton, Calif.; Karyn Gallagher, Fife; Beaver Drake, Portland; Sherry Doyle, Denver, and Mary
Ann Lofy, LongBeach.

Mafia Dumps South Side
The Mafia dumped South
Side from the intramural undefeatedranks yesterday afternoon, 8 to 6. Al Cook scored
all the points for the winning
Mafia squad.
Jim Yurina tossed to Don

qt

als blanked the Untouchables,
26 to 0. Dave Nichols scored
on two interceptions and passed to Tom Hill for another
counter.
unexpected by squeaking past
the Trees, 24-22. Gene Hogan's

10-yard T.D. aerial in the last

quarter insured the first victory of the season for the

ROTC.

f jJ

-finestflavor by far!

In the other game yesterday

at Broadway, the Internation-

Monday, ROTC pulled the

|

Filters for
flavor

Conner for the South Side's
lone score.

Displaying a varied attack,
the Mafia, led by the outstanding play of Dick Sharp, rolled
to an impressive 34-6 win over
the Untouchables.

U ||

Friday, the ROTC forfeited
the first scheduled game to
the Internationals.

In the second game. South

Side, powered by the spirited
play of Jim Yurina, defeated
the Trees, 30-0.

Bi^lS^^I «1
1■;«11

la

*** '^'^^^^^^n»m,~^

*

■■.Li*?

■

;
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BROADWAY THEATRE
201 Broadway N.

LliaMi

EA 3-1085

IF YOU

DUAL FILTER

|55

NEVER SEE ANOTHER

L4/
BgN|

MOTION PICTURE INT
Bflff

f

Product of i//t* JvnuAuean JoOaceo-tcnyutrty

obb^dHßp

■

■■■"

-£i

Here's how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

...

1. It combines a

unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
a cigarette mild and

definitely proved to make the taste of

smooth...
2. with a pure whiteouter filter.Together theyselect andbalance
the flavor elements in the smoke.Tareyton'sflavor-balance gives
"
you the best taste of thebest tobaccos.

—

NEW
— DUAL FILTER
UoCaauns our middle namt

■

®*

1CITCytOTI

ro.

:
%iir-;;;
in color

"TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT"
David Niven " Yvonne deCarlo
Student Price: 65c

When Student Body Card is presented
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Education Club
To Host Meet

CN Congress Urges Action
On Censorship, NDEA Loans

The S. U. Education Club
will host the western regional
Resolutions recommending action on censorship, meeting of the Student Washeducation loans, and religious pluralism have been re- ington Education Assn. tomorleased by the fall congress of the Confederation of North- row. Representatives from 12
west Catholic College Students at Marylhurst College. colleges and junior colleges in
are exFour delegates from S.U. attended the congress last Westernto Washington
attend, according to
pected

weekend.

Larry Hill, program chairman.

MAINTAINING that porno- were urged for member camliterature and im-

graphic
moral movies "are by their
very nature detrimental to the
moral fibre of society," the
group determined to send letters of disapproval to publishers and distributors of the
printed material, as well as to
movie producers and theatre
managers.
A second significant move
resulted in the suggested extension of the "forgiveness"
■clause of the National Defense
Education Act to include
teachers in private and parochial, as well as public,
schools. Currently, recipients
of NDEA loans who enter public systems receive a ten per
cent cancellation of their debt
year up to five years.

Keach

DPIES of the recommendation will be sent to Congressmen from Washington, Oregon
and Montana and to the Associated Press and United Press

International news services.

Recognizinga multiplicity of
religions as "an integral part
of our society," programs promoting a "mutual understanding rather than conversion"

THE MEETING will open
with registration at 9 a.m. followed by a general assembly
at 10 a.m. in Pigott Auditoriconference.
um. The 145 delegates will be
S.U. DELEGATES to thc welcomed by the Very Rev.
nine-school confederation were A. A. Lemteux, S. J., S. U.
Tom Kearns, Brenda Mc- president, and Fr. Frank B.
Groarty, Dave Irwin, and Bob Costello, S. J., academic vice
puses. Progress reports will
be called for at the spring

Burnham.

president.

Other member schools are
Marylhurst College, University
of Portland, Carroll College,
College of Great Falls, Mt.
Angel College, Holy Names
College, St. Martin's College,
and Gonzaga University.

Cdr. Norman Berg of the
Sand Point Naval Air Station
will deliver an address on The
War We Are In. This will be
followed by discussion seminars, concluding with a summary.
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Look Your Best Be Well Pressed
give

Friday, November 4, 1960

Offical Notice
ADVISERS

Every entering freshman has
been assigned an adviser and the
name and office hours have been
posted on the bulletin boards of
the University.
Students who have declared a
major are to see the head of the

ChemEngineers to Open
Question, Answer Series
The Chemical Engineering

Club will start a program to
answer specific questions about
the engineeringfield. The first
department.
of the bi-weekly meetings in
A student who has not declared a major and whose name the new series will be 1p.m.,
does not appear on the lists, will Monday, Room ElOB.
please contact the Registrar's
James Walloch, vice presiOffice.
Students are to consult their dent of the club, says he hopes
advisers about the scheduling of
classes for Winter Quarter, 1961. freshmen and sophomores will
On registration days, Jan. 3-4,
attend the program, ask ques1961, ALL students will be retions
and seek answers about
present
a schedule of
quired to
salary and prestige in the field.
classes, signed by their adviser
before being admitted to regis- He said speakers and films
ter.
will be chosen that will answer
Frank B. Costello, S.J.
Academic Vice President
underclassmen's problems.

DICK'S DRIVE-IN
WHERE TASTE IS THE DIFFERENCE
J
Hand Dipped Malts

£-^

'Town's Best" Fries..11c

5 Point Cleaners
the

COLLEGE TEST
FACULTY and STUDENT DISCOUNTS
1000 E. Madison
EA 4-4112
Easy to Find Just Across the Street!
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OPEN DAILY
II a.m. -2 a.m.
ON BROADWAY OFF OLIVE WAY
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"top steer11

On E. 45th at Ist N.E.

On Thomas at 12th N.W.

Six Spurs to Attend
Regional Convention
Six S.U. Spurs will attend
the Spur regional convention
at Montana State University in

Missoula, Montana, this weekend, according to Margaret
Raney, localchapter president.

THE DELEGATES are
Sharon Missiaen, Kay Neff,
Maxine Ortmeier, Margaret
Raney,Linda Seering, and Ana
Stein.
Stressing member inspiration and acquaintance, the convention schedule includes conferences, a semi-formal banquet, beach party and song-

fests.

ALL PACIFIC Northwest
Spur chapters will be represented at the convention.
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LOVELY

furnished

3'i-

oom apts. with complete priracy, or a 4-bedroom house,
'rivate parking spaces, next to
i.U. ROTC building. Full basenent. Lower unit $60/month.
Jpper unit $50/month. House
;90/month. Call EA 5-7989 for
ippointment.

iNTED HOUSEBOT: Foreign
tudent to live in home on
nke; some experience, car if
ossible. $75 per month to
tart. Mrs. Friedlander, EA 3INTED: Ride from campus to
icinity of 3rd and James St.
aily at noon. Contact Stew
,ombard, EA 2-4407.

Nee!

3T, WALLET: beige,
lentification cards. If found,
lease mail cards. Carol Conly, Marycrest.

McCANN'S
MEN AND BOYS SHOP
MAin 3-0227
1629 SIXTH AYE.

SEATTLE I.WASHINGTON

21c

It.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,Winston-Salem, N.C.

